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Introduction.

The focus of attention in this paper falfs on the development of linguis-
tic competence in a second J.anguage. ft will be cleimed that this develop-

ment is best described as a linguistic continuum rather than as a se-

quence of autonomous systems.

After a preliminary discussion o1' various methods used in second laru
guage learning studies, which I relate to explicit requirements on a theo-

ry of language learning, ï propose that one interesting research goal at
present 1s to arrive at e constrained notion of possible deveìopmental

sequence. T suggest that this notion is best researched within the varia-
ble paradigm of Labov ond otheru, utilizing the notion of linguistic con-

tinua. This framework makes possible an interesting characterization of
developmental continua as differing in compÌexity in its polar parts, in
contrast to lectal continua (Corder 19?6). In the Last section I empha-

size the differences between the verious types of deveì.opmentaL continua.

ï note that interi.anguage continua are characterized by interference
structures and suggest that these structures are most insightfully studied

in relation Lo different degrees of siructural- eûmpl-exíiy at various

stages of deveJ-opment.

Backqround

An important concept ln any theory of language learning is that of 'deve-

lopmental sequence'. In point of fact, it can be taken as one of the pri-
mary aims of language Learning theory to provide Ínsightful and adequete

constraints on this notion. Tnformation relevant to this tesk can be

found in data from flrst and second language learning as well as from the

reverse phenomena - language foss 1n bilinguals (due to non-use) or in
aphasics. The study of language change in general can also provide in-
sights into the nature of possible developmental sequences.

To better understand the nerits of the developmental approach to second

language ì-earning, it may be illuminating to contrast lt with other ap-

proaches and to compare the al.ternatives as to what extent they fuIfil
sone natural requirements on a relevent theory of Ìanguage learning.
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A theory of fanguege learning shoufd enable us to find answers to the
following questions:

1 ) Is the process of acquiring a second language principally the same as

the acquisition of the first (cf. e.g. Ravem 1968, Dulay and Burt 19?4,

Ervin-Tripp t9?4, Wode 1976)?

ZJ Wtrat is the rofe of the native language ín second language ecquisition
(cf. e.g. Dulay end Burt 19?4, Hakuta 1976)?

3) Is there a natural sequence in the acquisition of a second J-anguage in
such a way that some structures are earl"ier acquj-red and therefore more

basic than others (cf. e.g. Cezden et al. 19?5, Hakuta 19?6, Wode 1976)?

a) How do specific structural arees develop (cf. e.g. Ravem 1g68, Hatch

19741 L. Dlckerson 1975, !,t1, Dickerson 19?6, Hyltenslan I9??)?

fn addition to the above points, we can further investigate the extra-
linguistic factors that govern the development of a new ì.anguage, such as

age, motivation, setting etc. (schumann 19?6).
To answer these questions, we need to take a stand on a number of metho-

dological issues such as:

5) How best to give an overall characterization of the learner's language
at earfier and l-ater stages in development (cf. e.g. Ervin-Tripp lg?4,
Corder 1976, Meisel 1976, Schumann 19?6, $/ode 19?6)?

6) Which techniques should be used in data coffection? What methods in
the analysis of data (cf, e.g. Corder Ì973, Swain et aI. I9?4, Rosansky

79?6)?

ïn practice contrastive analysis as such never studied the actual Lan-
guage of the fearner but was interested mainly ín predicting the future
learníng problems. The techniques used in data collection and analysis of
data were essentially derivative of the current linguistic theory. The

notion of interference between languages was taken as axiomatic and

figured prominently in any answer to questions 1-4 above.

ïn the late síxties, it was realized ttrat the goal of predicting learn-
ing problems coul-d not be reached through comparison of language systems

alone. Tt was cLained that this goal could be gained more adequately
through investigations into the linguistic behaviour of actual language

learners (Corder l.96?, Ig?I, Selinker J:969, Ig72, Richards 1971, Nemser

19?lJ. Strong enphasis was placed on discovering the underlying system
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actually used by the learner. Corder calls this system the iry![!g.!
gggpg!ry, (fsoz) or idiosvncratic dialect (rsZr) or the learner, SeLin-

ker calfs approximately the sane phenonenon interlanguage while Nemser

prefers the tern approximative svstem. Interlanguage 1s the term most ex-

tensively ,sed no*.1

The analyticel method used for obtaining the learner's underlying sys-

tem is known as ry_g!5þ. As this term indicates, the analyses con-

centrate on "errors" produced by the learner. The erroneous structures
are to be described and plausible explanatlons for their occurence found.

An j4glþ,!!, hypothesis of earlier error anal.ysis was that non-erroneDus

structures in the learners production are nost adequately described in
terms of the rules for the target language. As we sha11 see, this ís not

necessaríIy a va1j.d assumption.

Although error analysis - through its emphasis on language learner pro-

duction - makes possible a number of tentative answ.ers to questions 1-2

and thus comes closer to fulfilling the requirements on a language learn-
ing theory, it suffers from a number of methodological defects:

1) tt rras never been satísfactorily demonstrated thet it is acual-l-y pos-

sible to represent the learners's language at one point in time as an in-
dependent definable system (Johansson 1973).

2) Freely produced dete alone - which has been the general- object of ana-

lysis - must be considered as insufficient to reveal the learner's under-

lying system, as the learner can, in a communicative situation, avoid

structures that he is unsure of (Corder l9?3, Schachter l9?4).

3) Since error analysis has been clained to be of direct practical appli-
cation in languege teaching, another point of criticism has to do with
the fact that most analyses give a too narrow description of errors by

lgnoring the total system in which these errors are located {Hammarberg

r.s73).

In what fol-lows I wifl sketeh one way of constrelning the notÍon of pos-

sible devefopmental sequence that suggests lnterestíng research perspec-

tives on questions 1-4 above.
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Varíation and finquistic continua

Variabllity, or linguistic heterogeneity, is a common end important char-
acteristLc of language. Evldence of variation can be found in data from

both groups of speakers ånd individual speakers. Until quite recently,
the study of variation in a systematic way was ruled out of linguistics by

the methodologlcôÌ assumption ofl "the ideal speaker-listener in a com-
pJ-etely homogeneous speech community" (Chomsky l-965:3) - en assumption
shared by both pre-generative structuralists and generativists alike. fn
Peter TrudgifÌ's words: "Concentratj-on on the'idiolect'- the speech of
one person at one time in one style - was a necessary simplification that
1ed to several theoreticaL advances." However, ,,linguisti"cs has now ar-
rived at a stage where it is both possible and beneficial to begin to
tackle thi-s complexity. " (Trudgill I91 tP.)

How, then, are we to account for variability? Ét first glance it would

appear as though variation coul-d be handled with the aid of optional rufes
within a generative framework (which are of course a notational varj-ant oi
the pre-generative structuralist notÍon of free variation). ffis is how-

ever, not possible in all cases, if in any, since veriation is usually not
random but patterned in certain ways (e,g. Labov 1969) and these regula-
rities should be reflected by the rules ol the grammar.Optional rules
would, of course, generate only random variation. Labov (especially 1969)

has developed techniques for the descrj-ption of variability that involve
quantification of variable feetures end of the linguistic and non-Iinguis-
tic contexts that influence these features. Techniques for description of
variability have been further developed in different directions by e.g,
Cedergren and Sankoff (1974J and Bickerton (fSzS).

Through the introduction of these techniques and their application to
speech communities, it has been possible to develop the notion of ling.i::
tic continua. rnstead of treating a speech community as consisting of a

number of discrete and non-overlapping systems, we can view it more rea-
listically as being composed of a number of varieties with a continual
change from the one variety to the other. This is partlcularl-y clear in
the case of creole and post-creole speech comnunities where the amount of
vari.ation is especially large (DeCamp 19?I!3S8, Bickerton l9?S:14). The

speakers in such communities are spread along a continuum of varieties
and the varieties can be scafed on the continuum after degree of approxi-
maticn to the standard. The varieties at the polar parts of the continuum
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are termed basilects and acrolects respectlvely. The mesolects fall be-

tween the two. Thís situation can be illustrated in the following way

Basilect Mesolect Acrolect Standard

What is lnteresting here, is that the fects observed in the continuum

can be interpreted as a reffection of what has happened diachronically.

The ecrolectal forms can be taken to be the most recent developments,

while the basllectaf forms can be seen as older stages. To quote Bicker-

ton ',a synchronic cut across a Guayanese community is indistinguishable

from a diachronic cut across a century and a haLf of linguistic develop-

ment" (ibid. l?). This view is in accordance with what Labov has called

the uniformitarian doctrine of línguistics, í.e. that the study of pre-

sent-day variatj-on and change will give insights into what has happened

j-n the past (Labov 1971;4?O).

The relevancy of the above presentation for the notion of lingulstic
development should now be apparent. We can view the output of a group of

learners as constituting a contínuum in the same way as the output from

members of the creole speech community. Different learners will approxi-

mate to the target in varíous degrees and we can vj-ew development towards

the target language as movement along the resulting continuum. This par-

alleL is made possibJ-e by the fact that language learners exhibit a great

deaf of variation. To cite Haugen (t9?OJ on this point:

The main thing is that bilinguals exhibit in principle €ì succes-

sion of variable competences, which may be infinite in number,

since they represent points on a contlnuum from one language to

another. The concept of' variable competence needs to be devel-

oped in order to account not only lor the interference of bl-
1ingua1s, but for al.l kinds of idiofectal, dialectal, social and

historical variation. (P. 5)

Although Haugen speaks of bitinguals in general here' he seems mainly to

accress the case where the indivídual is "on the way from minolingualism

to bitingualism", i.e. the case of language learners. Rather than point to

factors that distingujsh variation in the languege of the learner from va-

riation in the native's language he prefers to emphasize the similiarity
between the two es a striking fact.

Thus, by enlisting the theoretical apparatus and background assumptions
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of the varLabl-e peradigm, we get a flro descriptive and methodologlcal- ba-
sis on which to bulld further research into the characterlstic development
of second language learners.

For example, a comperison of the learner's sequence of development wÍth
the "lectal", i.e. soclolectal, dial-ectat etc. continua reviewed above,
wiLl reveal a significant difference as to degree of complexity between

the two [Corder 19?6). Thus, it is g€nerally egreed that the degree of
compJ-exity is the same for the different lectal varletles, i.e. there is
no linguistlcally adequate measure that can distingulsh bet¡veen different
di-alects, sociolects or different stages in the diachronic development of
a J.enguage as a whole, and thus point out certain varieties as simpler
than others (Bartsch 19?3:28). On the other hand, withLn certaln struc-
tural areas, or even within certain constructions, it ls possÍbIe to meas-

ure complexlty. For example, the y6x¡s1 system can be less complex Ín one

language than in another. HowevBr, thls type of slmpliclty Ín one part of
the language is often outweíghed by complexlty in another part.

But there are types of speech that do not exhibit the complexity that
is typical for natural languages. rrïe find, for example, a low degrree of
conplexity 1n the initial stages of child language and fnterlanguage.z
Also "registers of a special kind for use with people who are regarded
for one reason or enother as uneble to readily understand the normal
speech of the conmunity" [Ferguson 1971:143J, i.e. pidgins, foreigner
talk, baby talk etc., cen be classified as 1ow-complexity systems. Tt is
this fact that leads Corder to distinguish different types of continua:
On thB one hand we have a lectal continuum where the degree of complexi_
ty is the same at any poínt in the continuum, es is typically the case
with the post-creofe continuum, the sociolectal continuum etc., and on

the other hand we have En interl.anguage continuum.
This latter type ís exemplified primarÍIy by first and second language

acquisition, but any continuum where there is a difference of complexity
at its poler parts can be considered a contÍnuum of this type, e.g. the
development from pidgins to creol-es. Since the term lnterlanguage is
strongly associated with second language acquisition, f wil1 use it in
this respect in the foflowing exposition. A better term covering both
first and second language acquisltion continua and the pidgin-creole case

would be developmental continuum.

We are now in a positlon to illustrate the two kinds of continua:
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Degree
of com-
plexity

higher time 1 Lecta.l
continuum

lower tÍme O DeveÌopmental
continuum

The figure shows that the developmental continua change from lower to
higher degree of complexity over time, whiLe the lectaf continua involtre
a change where the degree of complexity is constant.

The nature of developmenteL continua

The description of linguistic continua thus takes linguistic variation as

a mediating link between points with categorical use of certain ru1es. The

J-inguistic performance of different speakers can be described as a con-
tinuum only if the varietj-on ín their speech is reguì-ar in some way.

What evidence is there, then, for such regularíties in developmental

continua?

A number of observations from both the acquisition of second Ìanguage

phonology [L. Dickerson I9?5, W. Dlckerson 19?6) and syntax fHyltenstam
197?) indicate that vàriation in the speech of the learners is not random,

and Brown (1SZS) potnts to the same fact regarding child language develop-
ment (p. 4æ), Ln these studies, the regularlties åre interpreted es a re-
flection of the gradual and successive change that takes place over time.
This interpretation ls in eccordance with the unlformltarl,an doctrine of
Labov (see p.69above).

The Dickerson studies, both dealÍng wlth Japanese speakers' pronuncía-
tion of English, observed that certain phonemes are variably pronounced
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during a learning pariod. However, the result of their analysis showed

that the set ol variants was stable among the speakers. For example, W.

Dickerson found the followì-ng variants in the subjects' pronunciation of
Engrish ¡t¡t ll.), [í], ["], lí.1, anu [$]. rr'ese variants were considered

similar to the target to d.ifferent degrees. The first variant was the most

similar and sÍmilarlty decreased in the order given here. When the distri-
bution of the variants was studied, it was found that certain contexts
were more favourable for the use of target-like variants than others.
These contexts could be described according to the height of the following
or preceeding vowel and the position of /t/ in the word. Low vowels were

shown to be more favourable to more target-like variants than high vowels.

Initial position of fIf was mclre favourabÌe than medial position, Most

diff icult was the position after another consonant. The proportion of the

diflerent variants in the diiferent contexts was regular over the five
subjects studied, and the change in these proportions that took place

over time turned out to be exactly the same for all subjects.
llyltenstam (197?) studied second language fearners' acquisition of nega-

tive placement in Swedish. Instances of preverbal and postverbål variation
in the placement of negation were analysed, and it was found that the tar-
get variants of placement (different for main and subordinate clauses)

were used more often in certaÍn syntactic environments. The class of verbs
occurring in the sentences, i.e. whether the Finite verb was an auxiliary
or a non-auxiliary verb, appeared to be the important factors for choice

of variant. Also in this case development towards the target was concluded

to be regular over afl 160 subjects stuclred.

er.own (tSZ:) has noL studie the contexts ior variation in his first ian-
guage acquisition data, since he Found it not to be possible in the kind
of data he worked with. However, he is quite sure that there are both ran-
dom and regular (according to context) veriation that needs to be account-
ed 1'or. As a consequence he is "prepared to purpose that the learning in-
vofved must be conceived as generally graduaL change in a set of probabi-
lities rather than as the sudden acquisition of quite general rules,,'(p.
4Æ).

Ëven if the dôta in these studies have been limited in various respects,
they strongly sustain lhe view that variation i,n the learners output is
regular to a much greater extent than was formerly believed. Thus, it
seer¡s justifiable to vi ew the language of both first and second language
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learners as describabl.e by developmental- contlnua. lfle wlll call these the
first language ecq ion continuum and the tinuum re*
pectívely.

These two continua show both interesting structu¡el simLLarities and

differences. Ignorlng phonological development here, wB can preliminarily
illustrate the syntactlc/semantic similarities and dlfferences in the
following figure:

Degree higher
of com-
plexity

time I Target language Target language

lower time O

First language
ecquisition
continuum

lnterJ.anguage
contlnuum

There are two similarlties indicated in this flgu¡-a:
1 ) The degree of structural comptexity observed in the initial stages of
both first and seeond language acquisttion is similar.
ZJ tn Ootn cases, the degree of complexity increases over time.

As regards the differences, they have to do with the fact that the Ínter-
language continuum j,s characterízed by interference structures.

We will postpone our discussion of the differences until the next sec-
tion, and will concentrate on the similarities in the remainder of this
section. fn what follows, it ls most illustrating to have untuÈored or
"natura1" second language learners in mind.

Structural similarlties between different kinds of sirnpLe system have

been extensively noted. Pidgj.ns related to quite different languages ex-
hibit the same grammatical characteristics (roaa rsza), and foreLgner tark
in different languages is very similar (demonstrated for German, French,

and, to some degree, Finnish by Meisel 19?6). The structures found in for-
eigner talk ar€ siml"lar to those found in the speech of J.mmigrant workers

U

=c9z
J
LI
Ht-
z
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(Schumann 1976, MelseJ- 19?6J, and foreigner talk is structurally similar
to baby talk (Ferguson I9?1). Chlld language exhibLts aLmost the same

characterj-stics (Brown 19?3J.3 So, what are the characteristlcs of these

simple varfeties?
The followíng features ere some of the most often noted:

1 J Dísregard of lnfLections
2) Disregard of elements such ås articles, preposÍtions, copula, modals

and certain pronouns, i.e. a great deal of the functlon words

3) Anal-ytical expresslons for tlme relations etc.
4) Rigld word order. As a consequence of 1 and 2, basic semantÍc rela-
tions such as agent-action-object, possessive, Iocative, negatíon etc.
are Éxprassed by word order elone.

In general, simple systems are conparitively limlted in communicative

functirrn, since they are heevily dependent on non-llnguistic context. The

degree of redundancy is low.

Many authors have, of course, reflected on the similarl"ties between

these different types of systems. For example, Jespersen statesl

in aLl- these seemingly so different cases the same factor j.s at
work, namely, inperfect mastery of a language, which j-n its in-
lti-al stage, in the child with its first lenguage and in the
grown-up with a second language learnt by inperfect methods,

feads to a superficial knowledge of the most indispensabJ.e

words, with total disregard of grarnmar. (1SZZ:fCa-a]

This statement is made in a discussion of pidglns.

As regards the ability to simplify, Jakobson says:

Es wurde mehrmals festgesteli.t, dass ein Kind im vollen Besitze

der Sprache sich plötzJ-ich wieder in der Boll.e eines Babys

gefallen kann . . (rsar,rs)a
Traugott finds the similaríties between second Ìanguage learner systems

and reduced registers to be easily explainable:

Second language learning involves problems of new vocabuJ-ary,

new sounds and sound combinations, and new syntactic struc-
tures. f hypothesize thet we [the leerners] concentrate on the
first two while turning to besj.c semantic processes for the
third. These processc¡s are more avaílabIe than we might think
sínce we use them fin partJ in simplified registers. (fSZO:ZO)
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In summary, it appears as though we have implicit knowledge as to what

the minimal requlrements are for verbal conmunication to succeed. This

knowl-edge helps us in the initial- stages of J-anguage acquisition, or when

reduci-ng our language. we know beforehand what structural characterÍstlcs

need to be used to fulfil these minimal requirements.

At this stage, l-t is obvlously desirable to sketch e framework within

which to treat the above notion of structural cornplexity more systemati-

ca11y. We want a framework which would make it possible to

1 ) predict characteristics of símple systems

2) characterlze typicel structural developnents

3) constrain the notion of j.nterference in interlanguage.

To acheive these goals, I believe that a fruitful point of departure

would be a general linguistic theory of markedness. Such a theory might

furthermore allow us to formulate the followlng hypotheses:

U:t) tfre initial" stages of interlanguage are characterized by unmarked

categories.
H:2J Development towards a glven target is acheived from unma¡ked to

marked categories.
Let us look at negation and try to determine what the unmarked categæ

ries would be in this case. We can use various types of evidence to Ce-

termine this, such as the frequency of the category and the behaviour of

the category in simple regísters, aphasic disturbance etc.

In simole registers, time relations. aspectual relations, and operations

like negation are expressed analytically rather than synthetically (see

above p. ?4). For negation, this means that the operator aPpears as a free

morpheme rather than as an affix in sirnple registers. As regards the

placement of J"ogica1 operators, such as the negator, we often find them

immediately before the element they modify (tteisel 19?6:6J, i,e. before

the focused eLement in an utterance, or, if the utterence ís a negated

sentence with neutraL focus, before the "finite" .rttbrs u= in l.rygþ
this, or as in the German exampÌ", glg!Lgg.!gl[!¡, 'we not go away'.

Interestingly enough, we hBV€ a frequency argument that points in the

same direction. DahL (:-SZZ) came to the conclusion that exactly this way

of expressing negation, i.e. analytically before the finlte element of
the clause, is the most common one in the world's languages {p. ZZ),6

This is an l_nterestíng fact considering the famillar results of Jakobscin

(fSafJ: The most common phonological distinctfons made in languages were

aLso those earliest acquired by the chÍld end latest lost by the aphasics'
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ït looks llke something similar is going on in negaü.ve construcü.ons.
The negator is not pleced preverbally only in the eerlier stages of 1an-
guage acqufsition, but this is also the most conmon wey of e>çressing ne-
gation in the world's languages.

From this we can conclude that a theory of markedness - here of course
highly tentative - would state that the anal.yticar expression for nega-
tion is unmarkÈd in relation to the synthetical expression, and further,
with regard to placement, that preverbal placement is unmarked in rel"ation
to postverbal pì"ecement.

Having established this, it would be interesting to see whether the un-
marked category occurs in the initial stege of interlanguage. According to
our hypothesls I on p. ?g, the following pattern would be predl.cted for
second language learners with different types of native languages learnlng
different target J.anguages.

Native language Target language Initial stages of
interlanguage

NEG-V
I\EG - V

NEG-V
NE8-V

As this table shows, we would expect the same way of expressÍng negation
in initial stages whatever the consterfation of language pairs. such a
hypothesis is of course testeble. rf tested, what would the facts look
like that supported it?? If case 4 was observed in actual data, this
wouÌd be our piece of evidence for the correctness of one hypothesis. rf,
on the other hand, the constellation of languages shown in case 1 gave
rise to the pattern v - NEG in initial stages, our support would not be
very firm, since we could then suppose that the negator was just Þlaced
anywhere at first, and not necessarily in accordance with the predictions
of a markedness theory. To the best of my knowredge, no such cases have
been reported.

The situation hypothesised in case 4 is thus the most interesting one
for our purposes' since such a pattern cannot be exprained by interfen-
ence (as can case 2), nor by the fact that the pattern of the target may
have already been learnt (like case 3). An interesting questíon, then,
is whether there is any evidence at a1l supporting case 4. I v*i1l point
to a few observations that would support an affirmatrve answer t¡: this
r¡ueltion, althougl-r our hypothesis has not been the focus of empirlcal
reseerch acì far.

NEG-V
NEG-V

V-NE6
V-NEG

NEG-V
V-NEG
NEG-V
V-NEG
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In my study of the acqulsition of Swedish syntax' partl-y rêported in

Hyltenstam I9??, a native speaker of French exhibited mor€ cases of pre-

verbal than postverbal negation in Swedl-sh' (Both Swedish and French have

postverbal negatlon - i.e. if we limit ourselves to simple clauses ln

spoken languager and these should be the esssntial facts to consider here

- and can thus be viewed as examples of cas' 4. ) InaepenAent observations

of this have been reported by several teachers of Swedlsh as a foreign

language.

The reverse constellation of languages, i'e' speakers of Scandinavian

languages learning Frenchr glves a s1ml1er resul-t: In prompted conversa-

tion in lnitiaf stages of learnlng, it is not uncommon to hear phrases

Like Je non venir domaln instead of what one would have expectedt íf in-

terference hade taken place: lle venir non demain'

A Scandinavlan language and English would also bB a pair of type 4t but

here the matters are complicated by do-support ln ÊngIlsh' Interference

from Norwegian to Engllsh concerning the pLacement of negation would have

g'iven phrases such as I l1ke not that' "What $'e find' howevert are such

sentences.=I-@.....(Raveml968:I8o).Thiscanbeinter-
preted as a case of uslng the unmarked constructlon, but, of course' also

other e>çlanatlons are readily found, e'g' that do in English has not

been observed bY the learner.

So far then, we have pointed to areas where possible support for hypo-

thesis 1, p. ?5, can be found' As regards the developmental' hypothesis'

í.e. that dgvelopment proceeds from unma¡ked to marked categoriest we

will L¡e verY brief.
In the development towards the target language, both first and second

language learners show similar patterns. For one thingt the e>çressions

for grammatÍcal categories are Iearnt disregarding variants' One form is

chosen for the expression of each content element (cf' Brown L973tWt

Melsel 19?6). This form is then said to be overgeneralized, since it is

used in environments where alternative variants would have been the cor-

rectchoiceaccordingtothenorrnsofthetargetlanguage.Thusrwehave
the common ggg! forrns, or to take a Scandinavlan example forrn syntax' it

hasbeennotedthatpostverbalplacementofnegationisinonestageof
development used ln both main clauses (correctly) and 1n subordinate

clauses (incorrectly) (runfe 19?2:66). Thia development can be said to

be in accordance wlth a markedness theoryt since it should be the un-
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mar{<ed cese to have one-tc¡one correspondence between e>pressl0n and con-
tent element and the narked case to have one_to-many correspond€nce.

Another piÉce of evldence that can be taken as suggestlve of hypothe_
sis 2 concerns adjectlve agreement. Languages with gender and prural
agreement on adjectives c€n express this egreernent in both attributive
and predlcative position or ln attributive posltion only. There does not
app.¡ar to be any languages where agreement 1s elpr€ssed in predicatlve
and not in attrlbutlve position.

Among J-angnrages which show agreement in both posftions we find spanlsh,
French, and swedish. German is a J.anguage that exprssses agreement onry
in attrlbutive posltíon. (rt ls lnteresting to note that certain swedish
dial-ects do not show agreement on adjectives in predlcatrve position.)

Learners of Swedish tend to find tt easier to apply agreement to adjec_
tives in attributive positlon than to adJectives in predicatrve posltion.
Thís is the cas' regardless of conditions of agreement in the r.earner,s
native language, 1.e. regardless of whether the conditions are the same
as in Swedish (Spanlsh, Greek) or otherwise (teacher observationJ.

The interlanguage clntinuum

'f 
we can thus concrude that the second ranguage J.eerner starts bu'ding

his new language in € way slmil-ar to the child when acqulrlng his first
language, 

't 
follow that the view presented by the earlier interlanguage

studies - that there is a development from one language to another, or
from L1 to L2, or from source Language to target lenguoge _ has missed
the point that the continuum describing thJ.s deveropment does not heve
the same degree of compì-exity in its two polar parts. This same_compJ.exi_
ty-view is often illustrated in the followlng way:

L1
InterÌanguage

ïhis flgure lllustrates that th' starting pofnt of the rearner,s develop-
ment towerds the target fs the native ranguage of the reerner. rn our dls-
cussion, based on corder's distinctlon between rectal and i.nterranguage
contlnua, we have arrived at a view where the startlng point 1s rather a
basic or simple system. A sÍmilar view is express€d by Malmberg (rszs:rza
and eLsewhers) in discussions of the structurar comprexity of different
linguistic systems.

L2
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As was mentioned above, what distinguishes the interlanguage continuum

from the first language acquisition conti¡ruum 1s that the former develops

under influence of the native language of the learner a fact which gives

rise to interference structures in the learner's language. A 1ot has been

said about the notion of lnterference. The discussion has been espeeíally

fervent slnce the late sixties, when the notion begen to be generally

challenged. Llnguistic interference was taken as a specific instance of

transfer phenomena in general, and was thus associated with stimulus-re-

sponse theories of learnfng. Such theories fell into dlsrepute within

the field of language acquisition at this time and simul-taneously there

emerged a growing dissatisfaction with contrastive analysÍs for independ-

ent reasons (p.OO). Since stinulus-response theories of learning were the

psychological basís for contrastive anaÌysis, it was not strange that in-
terference, a corner-stone of both stimulus-response theories of learning

and therefore ln contrastlve anelysis was looked upon with suspÍcion.

This resulted in attempts to expJ.ain "interference-Iike" deviatlons in
the speech of second language learners in other terms than as instances

of interference from the leerner's native language. Dulay and Burt (19?4J

for example, attempted to do away with the notion of interference allto-
gether - at least for children acquiring a second language. They observed

that children who acquire English as e second language make the same kind

of deviations From standerd English as can be observed in chiidren acquir-

ing Engllsh as their first language. This observation led them to the hypo-

thesis that alf second language learner deviations could be identified
with first language learner deviations. This analysis seems to be a conse-

quence of their view that an active and creative learning process is found

only where a language is built up "from insi.de" as is the case in first
language acquisition. For them, the occurence of interference phenomena

means that learning takes piace in e habit forrnation mode. That there does

not necessarily have to be any link between actfve and creatlve learnirtg

and lack of interferenee, not even in the case of childrenr was demonstra-

ted by Malmberg (fSAS) in hÍs account of a four year old Finnish-speaking

girl acquiring Swedish in a target language environment. The analysis of
several features of the child's speech showed that she quite actively and

creatively used whatever means she could, among which many elements from

Finnish, in her attempts to communicate in SwedÍsh.

Anyhow, most writers on the subject of language learnlng seem to recog-

nize interference as a fact about interlanguage. ft seems to me that the
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recognjtion of interference togethar with the insights that there are si-
milarities between first and second languege development leads to a more

realistic view of second language acquisition as a creative process, an

integral part of which is interference from the native language. This
leads us to interesting hypotheses as to the exact nature and extent of
interference in the different developmental steges of second language com-

petence,

The notion of interference is given a thorough and interesting treat-
ment in Kellerman J.977, although thís author does not relate the pheno-

menon to degrees of structural complexity in different developmental

stages. KelLerman takes the view that the structural compatibility between

two languages decides which elements or structures can be transferred fron
one language to another, He distinguíshes J-anguage speclfic from language

neutral efements in an arbitrary pair of languages, i.e. those elements of
the two languages that seem compatible to the learner are language neutral,
while those elements that the fearner would not find adequate to use in
both languages ere language specific (tSlZlCF_). The greater the differ-
ence between languages in contact are, the more difficult it is for the
Iearner to rr findr' language neutral elements and the anount of interfer-
ence wiff consequently be small. fn most constelLations of languages, in-
fllectional morphology would fall in the language specific category, as

wouLd idioms, but in very closely related lenguages, even inflectj-ona1
morphology might be language neutral. Such a case can be well illustrated
by Swedish and Danish. Both languages make use of suffixatÍon for the de-

fÍnite articfe. 'The tabl-e' is bordet in both languages, where -et is the
definite articfe. However, if there is an adjectival modification as in
'the bi.g table', both languages use a preposed free article, €!, in the
position before the adjective, but çrþg¡s65 Danish deletes the suffixed ar-
ticle in these cases and gets det store bord, it is not deleted in Swedish:

det store bordet. As Danish and Swedish ere closely related languages -
they are mutually intelligible for a great proportion of the speakers - a

native speaker of one of them easily transfers even the morphological pat-
terns of his own language when attempting to speak the other. This can

often be observed for the ebove case.

Kellerman's view then, is in sharp contrast with general transfer theory
which explicitly or implicitly cfaims that the amount of interference is
greaber the greater the dlfference between the two languages i.n contact
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(e.g. Jarnes l-9?L:æ)' But, how do these two vlews relate to our previous

díscussion of degrees of complexlty?

The latter vlew' the greater difference the nore interference, is com-

patible with the view that the learning of a second language is a process

of turnj-ng the structures of one's own language into those of the target

language.Itpredictsthatwhenevercommunicationtakesplaceinthetar-
get language, the only thing the learner can cling to in cases where he

is ignorant of the target, is his native languege competence. Sot if

there is a great difference between the two languages, there will be mãny

devíances when the learner conmunicetes in the target, since the struc-

tures of the native language w111 tum up in the target. This view has

been illustrated earl-ler in thls paper in the foll"owing way:

L1 L2

Kellerman.s View, on the other hand, is compatible iith wnat we can call

the differing-complexity view. rf we assume that the language learner

starts fron a simp]"e system, the degree of compatibility between this ear-

ly system, i.e. the learner's versj-on of the target language, and the na-

tive language of the learner will be relatlvely smaL1. The type and extent

of interfer:ence in this case varies along the developmental sequence for

different areas (cf. also Wode 1976). For exanple, even if both the tar-
get language and the learner's native language have definite articles as

--r c,.^¡;-h +ho F-hdlieh lo=¡no¡ nf Swedich wnrrlrl nrohahlv nOt næÈl lullsl I dl lu uwEurÞr It ur ¡e Lr rg¡¡sr,

tice the correspondence et first, but would rather strip his swedish of

articfes. Thus, the amount of interference would be nul1 at this point

due to lack of language neutral efemgnts. (The learner would not consider

the articLes of his own ì.anguage as transferable - or evBn necessary efe-

ments for communication in the target.) However, at a fater stage, it

would hopefully be apparent to the learner that articles are used in swed-

ish. Possibl-y, the free definite articl-e would show up in an eerly stage

gi.ving 99!.þ9¡9!, since this article should be more sallent and less marked.

{Examples of this can be found in Tingbjörn 19??.) Later, the suffixed ar-
ticfe woul-d be noticed. 0nce the learner had ldentified the expression

elernents in the new l-anguage' he would probably conclude that these ele-

ments work in much tha same wey as they do in Engllsh, i.e. the elements

would have become language neutral at this stage. Thus, the learner's ver-

sion of Swedish would be structurally more similar to English at this

point, and the result would be that interlerence from English ct;r¡ld be ob-
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served here. Structures such as Hon éir en lärare, 'She is a teacher,,
would be produced instead of the correct Swedish version, Hon är lêirare,
thus reflecting the use of articl,es j.n English. Structures Llke these are
exactly what we observe ln many ceses. What remains to be stated is when

in the learner's development such structures begln to occur.

S_qmmarv

In this paper the nature of the development in a second language has been

discussed and it has besn compared to the nature of the development in the
first language. The important sinil€rities found Ín the two areas concern
the development from a less complex to a more complex state. This develop_
ment is claimed to be a continual change. The differences concern the Fact
that second ranguage development takes place under influence from the na-
tive Language of the learner, which accounts for the interference phenomena

found i-n this case. The view of the fess to nore conplex developmental na-
ture of the continuum, combined with the view that there are definite
structuraf l-imitations for the occurence of ínterference pr€dlcts that in-
terference is to be found in certain structural contexts at certaín defi-
nite stages of developnent.

A suggestfon is made that the second language development is best
studied within the framwork of a linguistic theory of markedness. Such a

theory wouJ.d be of value both for the definition of the initial simpLe

structures produced by the language learner and for a specification of
the differences between these structures and those structures produced as
a resuft of interference.

Notes

1. As will be apparent from the folrowing discrrssion, the terrn interlan-
ff$, is used not only to denote the linguistic system underïffiTe
performence oF gg learner, but also the way a group of learners ofthe same terget language with the same (or aiffFãñTJ native 1an_
guage(s) use the target.

2. Here, and in the following exposition, the term interlanguage is usedfor the develr:ping J.inguistic competence as reflE@:Eñllearners,
performance in the J-anguege being learnt.

3. Thi-s does not of course mean that there are no di.fferences.
4. Page reference to the 1969 edi"tion, Frankfurt sm Mafn: suhrkamp Verlag.
5. ït is not quite adequate to tark about flnite verbs here for obvious

reasnns. what is meant is the verb that would carry the finite element
in iln utterance expðndrirl lo l.lre terget lanr;-age version.
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6. Dahl's study covers approximately 225 languages representing 40 lan-
guage families and various geneticaì.ly isolated languages.

?. Considering the fact that the development tos/ards the target starts
very early, wB need not expect categorical use of one pattern (except
in case 1 which is a non-crucial case for the hypotheslsJ¡ Variation
is a necessary conconitant of J-inguistic development accordj-ng to the
vi-ew presented in thís PaPer.
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